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What is metadata?

Metadata is "data that provides information about other data". 
Wikipedia 

http://labs.sogeti.com/modern-databases-of-the-21st-century/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2011_Library_of_Congress_USA_5466194725_card_catalog.
jpghttp://searchengineland.com/yellow-pages-seo-in-the-post-panda-world-73308

Descriptive
Describe data content – ID, experimental protocol

Structural or technical 
How data is organised - path to the file, size

Administrative
How, when and by whom data was created;
How it can be used
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Why is it important?

✓ Organize data: find data, bring similar resources together,..

✓ Analyse and interpret the data

✓ Add additional value to the data

✓ Improve data visibility, transparency 

✓ Keep track of data transformation

✓ Help to understand data differences …  

The life-cycle of metadata is longer than the data itself

Data
+

Additional info
Preliminary 
metadata *

Final 
metadata **

* Description of the data before data itself was generated: e.g planning of experiment
** Description of the data even after data was destroyed: e.g usage statistics



Controlled vocabulary

Collection of terms that are:
✓Accepted by the community
✓Precisely characterised, defined
✓Managed - someone has to create/maintain vocabulary

Increasing complexity

List Synonyms Taxonomy Ontology

cell K652
leukemia



Ontology
Gene Ontology Consortium, UBERON, System Biology Ontology, 
Zebrafish anatomy and development….
The OBO Foundary http://www.obofoundry.org/



Ontology
Gene Ontology Consortium, UBERON, System Biology Ontology, 
Zebrafish anatomy and development….
The OBO Foundary http://www.obofoundry.org/

Is_a , part_of ,  regulated_by
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GTEx project

V6 release #Tissues #Donors #samples

Total 53 544 8,555

With 
genotype

53 449 7,333

With eQTL 44 449 7,051

Challenge:
Cover technical and clinical metadata,
both on donor and sample levels
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ENCODE project

Challenge: define a metadata model for different assays, species and 
biosample types

>30 different assays; >9,000 experiments
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Detailed metadata for each experiment

Biosample

∙Type
∙Species
∙Treatment
∙Donor or strain
∙Knock-down
∙Dates
∙...

Library

∙Protocol
∙Purification
∙Strand specificity
∙Fragmentation
∙Size selection
∙...

Files

∙Reference genome
∙Annotation
∙Pipeline
∙Software version
∙Quality metrics
∙...

Many other:

Experiment ID ; Sequencing platform;  Assay
Project; Date release; ...

Assay
(RNAseq, ChipSeq, …)

assay_term_name
assembly
replication_type
target
possible_controls
antibody
spikeins_used
strand_specificity
...
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ENCODE Data Coordination Center 

Figure from Dr. Eurie Hong of ENCODE DCC
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ENCODE Data Coordination Center 

Figure from Dr. Eurie Hong of ENCODE DCC
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ENCODE Data Coordination Center 

Figure from Dr. Eurie Hong of ENCODE DCC
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ENCODE portal
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ENCODE portal
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Examples

Metadata file

Expression/
Experimental 

data

Some 
scripts Results
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Examples
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Supplementary slides
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ENCODE metadata 

Relational JSON;
description for different  objects from the sample till publication

https://github.com/ENCODE-DCC/encoded/tree/master/src/encoded/schemas

Biosample

Sample_id
Sample_name
Status
Type
Organism_id

Organism

Organism_id
Name
Age
Sex
Lifestage

{
“sample_id”:ENCBS448TDF,
“sample_name”:K562,
“status”:released,
“type”:cell_line,
organism:{
   id:ENCDO000AAD
   “name”:Homo sapiens,
    “age”:53, 
    “sex”:female,
   “lifestage”:adult,
}
}
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ENCODE metadata model
Relational JSON schema;
 schemas for different objects from the sample till publication

https://github.com/ENCODE-DCC/encoded/tree/master/src/encoded/schemas

{
    "title": "Biosample",
    "description": "Schema for submitting a biosample.",
    "id": "/profiles/biosample.json",
    "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
    "type": "object",
    "required": [ "award", "lab", "biosample_type", "source", "organism", "biosample_term_id"],
    "identifyingProperties": ["uuid","accession","aliases"],
    "additionalProperties": false,
    "mixinProperties": [
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/schema_version" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/uuid" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/accession" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/biosample_classification" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/aliases" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/attribution" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/accessioned_status" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/submitted" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/product_id" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/lot_id" },
        { "$ref": "mixins.json#/source" },...


